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ABSTRACT Renewable energy sources (RES) have been widely incorporated into the power generation to

offset fossil fuels in order to minimize carbon emissions. Typically, RES based power generation integrated

into the power grid through the power electronic converters. These power electronic converters decouple the

source from the load without providing inertia. As a result, inertia of the power grid decreases, resulting in

undesirable load shedding and cascading failures under power imbalances. In order to preserve stability

during contingency events, it is important to add inertia support to the grid. This article demonstrates

inertia emulation from the supercapacitor (SC) to resolve the low-inertia issue. Inertia emulator based on

supercapacitor (IESC) is formulated to generate inertial power by proportionally linking the grid frequency to

the active power reference of SC. This article proposes an enhanced emulated inertia control (EIC) technique

based on the frequency deviation and frequency derivative to address low inertia. EIC technique controls the

inverter associated with IESC to exhibit the equivalent inertia characteristics as the synchronous generator.

Further, the selection of the capacitance value of SC is derived to achieve the required inertia constant.

The small-signal stability of IESC is demonstrated using the power angle curve. Further, the stability of the

EIC is verified through bode plot. Simulation and hardware-in-loop (HIL) results are provided to verify the

effectiveness of EIC employed IESC in a weak grid.

INDEX TERMS Frequency, low-inertia power system, renewable energy sources, supercapacitor.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electricity generation from renewable energy

sources (RES) has dramatically increased to reduce carbon

emissions and enhance energy sustainability [1]. The RES

like solar and wind are connected to the grid through the

power electronic converters. The power electronic converters

decouple the source from the load. The increase in the power

electronic converter-based RES power generation retains

low or no inertia. Consequently, the stability of the power

grid is starting to decrease due to the reduction in inertia.

In conventional power systems, the kinetic energy stored

in the synchronous generator (SG) is responsible for coun-

teracting the power imbalances through inertial response.

The SG injects/absorbs the active power when power

imbalance occurs through inertial response to regulate the

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Sanjeevikumar Padmanaban .

frequency [2]. However, the low inertia in power system

leads to large frequency deviations and high rate of change of

frequency (ROCOF) under frequency events. This situation

may lead to load shedding, protective relay tripping and

cascading failure [3], [4].

Numerous methods have also been suggested in the liter-

ature to address the low inertia problem in the power grid.

One basic solution is to increase the ROCOF standards to

avoid the tripping of the generator under frequency events [5].

Increasing the ROCOF standard requires a generator test that

involves high costs. Another potential solution to tackle the

low inertia issue is to use synchronous condensers in the

system [6]. Though, the usage of the synchronous condenser

is limited by its high installation cost.

In the literature, numerous emulated inertia control (EIC)

techniques have been recommended for power electronic

converters to replicate the SG inertial characteristics [7], [8].

An emerging control technique to regulate the frequency
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in low inertia power systems is known as EIC. In [7], the

complete mathematical model of the SG is taken to con-

struct the EIC in the stand-alone microgrid and the controller

resulting in numerical instability. EIC technique applied to

the PV inverter based on the swing equation is investigated

in [8]. In [9], the synchronverter is designed to emulate

the inertia of SG using the first-order mathematical model

of SG. In [10], the second-order SG model is considered

to design the control algorithm; even though the calculation

of ROCOF leads to complexity in the algorithm. The EIC

control scheme is an appropriate solution for the low inertia

power system. The EIC mimics the SG characteristics by

regulating the switching pattern of the inverter to offer the

inertia and decrease frequency nadir and lower the ROCOF

during disturbances. In [11], the small-signal modelling of

EIC with ideal grid-connected inverter is analyzed. However,

earlier works on EIC only stressed the configuration of the

controller and barely addressed the functional use of EICs.

Wind turbines (WT) offer kinetic energy in their spinning

masses analogous to SG. Though WT is associated with the

grid through a power electronic converter, these spinning

masses dissociate from frequency [12]. Typically, WT does

not provide inertia support to the grid. In [13], [14] a synthetic

inertia control technique is used at the power converter of

WT to extract the kinetic energy accumulated in the rotor

of WT to provide an inertial response to the grid. In [15],

the required inertial power is estimated with the frequency

deviation only. In [16], supercapacitor (SC) is attached to

the DC-bus to enable the inertial response feature to the

WT. In [17], the authors explored a feature of ancillary iner-

tial service for a single-phase rooftop system using battery

and SC.

In [18]–[20], the authors investigated the inertial response

from the battery. However, the use of low-energy-density

batteries for compensating sudden disturbances impacts the

life of the battery. Moreover, the usage of SC in the inertial

response is acceptable. Only frequency deviation is taken

into account to estimate the inertial power, and it is supplied

by the SC in [16], [21]. However, both frequency deviation

and ROCOF must be included in inertial power estimation to

improve the inertia of the grid.

Hence, this article proposes an installation of IESC to solve

the low inertia issues in weak grid. The SC is connected

to a DC bus through a bi-directional converter to step up

the voltage. A three-phase inverter is attached to SC con-

nect to the grid. This article recommends an EIC technique

for the three-phase inverter at SC that comprises both the

frequency deviation and ROCOF to estimate the necessary

inertial power. The estimated inertia by the suggested EIC in

this article is explicit, and the SC handles it. The fundamental

principle lies in proposed EIC: proportionally linking the

ROCOF and frequency deviation to the active power refer-

ence of the SC. The DC voltage control is proposed for the

bi-directional converter of SC in this article is to link the

grid frequency appropriately to the DC bus voltage of SC

converter.

Themajor contributions of the article are summarized here:

1) This article proposes an enhanced EIC technique based

on the frequency deviation and frequency derivative terms

to address low inertia issue. 2) The correlation between the

frequency and DC bus voltage of SC is modelled in DC

voltage control of SC to suppress the frequency peak in the

recovery process. 3) The required inertial power calculated

based on the frequency is delivered through SC with the

proposed DC voltage control.

The rest of this article is structured as follows:

Section 2 describes the system configuration and modelling

of each component in the system, section 3 discusses the use

of SC in inertial response, control diagram of EIC and DC

voltage control of SC are discussed in section 4, small-signal

stability analysis of the proposed IESC is described in

section 5, simulation results for the proposed IESC are

discussed in section 6, hardware-in-loop (HIL) results are

discussed in section 7. Finally, section 8 concludes the con-

tribution of this article.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Figure 1 details the schematic diagram of a proposed

grid-connected PV system along with inertia equipped with

IESC system. The PV fed boost converter is connected to the

grid through an inverter 1 and LCL filter. The LCL filter is

modelled to filter out the higher-order harmonics to retain

overall harmonic distortion within an acceptable range. The

ripple current and operating voltage are taken into account

when choosing the filter values. The PV based three-phase

inverter connected to the grid as a grid feeding inverter.

In order to preserve stability under imbalances, it is essential

to improve the inertia of the current power grid.

The SC is connected to the DC bus through a bi-directional

converter. The bi-directional converter works in two modes.

1) charging mode during the frequency peaks. 2) discharging

mode in frequency dips. SC is connected the PCC through

an inverter 2 and LCL filter. inverter 1 is controlled with a

current controller while the inverter 2 is employed with EIC

control to emulate the inertial response. The EIC control at the

inverter 2 aims to regulate the load angle for sudden frequency

variations. The voltage control loop of bi-directional dc to

dc converter aims to regulate the DC bus voltage of the SC,

following with its reference. In addition, bi-directional dc to

dc converter aims to regulate the frequency of the grid under

disturbances. The control at the bi-directional dc to dc con-

verter is designed in such a way that to link the grid frequency

variations to the SC voltage. The presented system is effective

in supplying inertia under sudden power imbalances. The rest

of this section detailed the modelling of each component in

the system and briefly explain about the inertia of the power

system.

A. PV SYSTEM MODELLING

In PV modelling, the PV cell model considers vital because

the PV system performance primarily depends on the accu-

rate cell characteristics [22]. In order to determine the cell
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FIGURE 1. Proposed grid-connected PV and inertia equipped with SC system.

FIGURE 2. Schematic of the single-diode solar PV model.

characteristics, there are two primary modelling approaches:

1) a single-diode model and 2) two-diode model. In this

article, the authors used the single diode model to reduce the

ambiguity. The schematic diagram of the single-diode model

is shown in Figure 2. Generally, the power generation from

the PV module is dependent on the temperature and irra-

diance. The nonlinear electrical characteristics of PV array

depends on series resistance (RS ) and parallel resistance (RP).

The output equation of the solar PV cell from Figure 2 is

given as:

IPV = IPV ,n −

(

Io

(

eVD/aVT − 1
))

−
VPV + IPVRS

RP
(1)

Here, IPV ,n represents the PV array current, RS and RP indi-

cate the series and parallel resistance. ID denotes the diode

current, Io is the reverse saturation current, VD is the diode

voltage, VT is the thermal voltage of the diode and it is given

as

VT =
NSkT

q
(2)

Here, NS is the series-connected cells, k is the Boltzmann

constant, T is the temperature. Hence, the solar PV module

current can be determined as:

IPV = NPP
{

IPV ,n

− Io

[

exp

(

VPV + IPVRS

VTNSS

)

− 1

]}

−

(

VPV + IPVRS

Rp

)

(3)

The PV power is fed to the DC bus through a boost con-

verter which works on the maximum power point tracking

algorithm to exploit themaximumpower from the PV system.

In this article, perturbed and observe maximum power point

tracking algorithm is used to extract the maximum power

from the PV system. The perturbed and observe algorithm

modifies the voltage and calculates the change in power; if the

change in power is not zero then the voltage modifies further.

B. MODELLING OF SUPERCAPACITOR

Supercapacitors are electrical energy storage devices that

provide high power density. The SC storage technology is

used to offer inertial support because it has fast response

time, high-power density, and larger cycle life. The ability

to choose a supercapacitor device depends on the appropriate

power level, voltage rating and interval of the transient power

supply. The SC value can be chosen based on the maximum

power need to be delivered, and the duration of the time

delivered in the inertial response. The nominal voltage of

the SC unit is known to be 220 V, and DC bus voltage

is 500 V. Time interval considered for the inertial response
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is one minute. The energy balancing of SC can be known as

1

2
CSCV

2
SC = PSC tIner (4)

where,CSC is the capacitance of SC, VSC is the SC voltage,

PSC is the required power rating and tIner is the duration of

inertial response.

C. GRID MODELLING

In this article, the grid is considered to be a weak grid;

Usually, the strength of the grid is assessed by the short circuit

ratio (SCR).

SCR =
1

Zg(p · u)
(5)

The SCR value is more than 3 for strong grids, SCR value

for a weak grid is between 2 to 3, and the SCR value for a

very weak grid is less than 2. In this article, the SCR value is

chosen between 2 and 3.

D. VARIABLE LOCAL LOAD SYSTEM AT PCC

In the real power grid, load fluctuates continuously. Thus,

in this work, demand is varied at a certain time. The load at

the PCC consists of two loads. Out of which two loads one

load is constant, and another load is a variable load operating

at a particular time period.

E. INERTIA OF THE POWER SYSTEM

The inertia of the power system is extracted from the kinetic

energy stored in the rotating parts of the traditional power sys-

tems. The kinetic energy of these massive rotating machines

acts as a shock absorber to prevent grid frequency from falling

too quickly when demand exceeds supply or rising too fast

when supply exceeds demand. Without this stabilizing force

(inertia), power grids might face a higher chance of frequency

excursions that forcing generators offline or trigger cascading

outages.

The kinetic energy (EKE ) can be expressed as

EKE =
1

2
Jω2 (6)

where, J is the moment of inertia of rotor, ω is the syn-

chronous speed. The inertia constant (H ) of a single machine

can be defined in (7) as the ratio of the kinetic energy to the

rated power capacity (S).

H =

1
2
Jω2

S
(7)

The total inertia constant of the power system containing ‘n’

machines can be obtained as

HTotal = H1 + H2 + . . . . . . + Hn (8)

It is clear from (7) that the inertia of the system is propor-

tional to the kinetic energy of the rotating machine. However,

the increase in power generation from power-electronic based

PV system significantly reduces the inertia.

TABLE 1. Correspondence Between IESC and SG.

The PV system is typically configured to inject power

to the grid but not to store energy. Whereas SC is the

static energy storage device. It has low-energy density and

high-power density. This attribute allows the SC to be used

in inertia applications. In order to improve inertia, it is also

important to expand the inertia support from rotating parts to

the static SC.

III. SUPERCAPACITOR FOR INERTIA APPLICATION

The capacitance (CSC ) of a SC can be known by its

charging/discharging rate and the voltage across (VSC ) the

device [16]. The comparison of emulated inertia control with

inverter and SG is presented in [23]. Inertia emulated by

the SC is analogous to inertia of the rotor of traditional SG.

Even though the SC is static device, it has a high-power

density.With EIC technique applied at inverter of IESC, it can

support the active power in inertial response. With a proper

EIC technique at inverter at SC and DC voltage control at the

bi-directional converter at the SC can exchange the energy at

the power grid under power imbalance. Theoretically, SC is

capable of imitating the rotational inertia of SG.

The inertia J of a SG depends on the rotor structure.

Similarly, the capacitance of the SC is static irrespective of

the charges inside. From the point of view of energy transfer,

rotor and SC act as power transmitter that transports the

power under disturbances. Table 1 summarises equivalence

between the IESC and SG. The energy stored in the SC can

be estimated as

ESC =
1

2
CSCV

2
SC (9)

It can be found that the ω in (1) is identical to VSC in (4).

It is clearly shown that from (6) and (9), the energy stored in

the SG rotor is proportional to the square of the synchronous

frequency. Similarly, the energy stored in the SC is propor-

tional to the square of SC voltage.

The SC is able to respond to frequency changes in the

weak grid and able to emulate the inertia constant HSC . The

rest of the section detailed the SC sizing to provide the

inertia. The energy stored in the SC is discharged/charged

for injecting/absorbing the active power to support frequency

regulation. A comparison can be found between the energy

stored in SC and the kinetic energy stored in the rotor of SG.

The swing equation for the rotor of SG after an imbalance

can be expressed as:

2HSC

ωg0

dωg

dt
= 1P (10)
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where HSC refers to the inertia constant, ωg0 is the nominal

angular frequency of the grid, 1P is the power imbalance.

The energy stored in the SC can be retrieved by varying the

SC voltage. The electrical characteristics of the SC under

power imbalance is known as:

CSCVSC

SPV

dVSC

dt
= 1P (11)

whereCSC is the capacitance of the SC,VSC is the SC voltage,

SPV is the capacity of the PV system. To assign the inertia

constant for the SC with both the power imbalances in (10)

and (11) are equated.

2HSC

ωg0

dωg

dt
=
CSCVSC

SPV

dVSC

dt
(12)

After integrating on both sides of (12):

2HSC

ωg0
ωg =

CSCV
2
SC

2SPV
+ K1 (13)

where K1 is the integration constant = 2HSC −
CSCV

2
SC0

2SPV
Hence, the inertia constant realized from the SC can be

written as:

HSC =
CSCωg0VSC01VSC,max

2SPV1ωg,max
(14)

where 1VSC,max is the maximum allowed SC voltage vari-

ation, 1ωg,max maximum allowed grid frequency variation.

From (14), the inertia coefficient depends on the following

factors: the capacitance of the SC, the rated voltage of SC,

the maximum allowable variation of the SC voltage and the

maximum allowable frequency variation. In this article max-

imum allowable variation in frequency is set as 0.25 Hz; the

maximum allowable variation of the SC voltage is considered

as 40V. The characteristics of inertia constant (HSC ) are

depicted in Figure 3. As can be seen, the value is enhanced

by the increment of both SC voltage and SC value. It is worth

noting that, even under the operation of normalization, the SC

voltage change can contribute more to the inertia increase in

allowable regions.

IV. CONTROL SCHEMATIC FOR IESC

As stated earlier, SC does not have that capacity to automat-

ically release /absorb the power in frequency disturbances

like SG. Hence, a suitable controller needs to be designed

to derive the energy from SC in frequency events. IESC

system requires two control techniques to satisfy the inertia

requirement. EIC technique at the inverter of IESC (inverter

2 in Figure 1) is designed to extract/store the energy from/in

SC to arrest the frequency change during power imbal-

ances. The DC voltage control technique at the bi-directional

converter of SC links the DC bus voltage and frequency

appropriately.

The proposed EIC presented in this article consists of two

control loops. The main aim of the first loop to measure the

required inertial power tominimize the ROCOF.Whereas, the

second loop intended to calculate the required power to arrest

FIGURE 3. Variation of inertia constant (HSC ) with SC voltage (VSC ) and
SC capacitance voltage deviation value.

the frequency deviation. Whenever grid frequency changes

from the nominal value, the inertial power command is trig-

gered to vary the load angle of IESC. As per the Figure 4,

the ROCOF signal is measured and filtered by a low pass

filter to eliminate the measurement noise in the first loop.

Then, a dead band (± 0.015 Hz) is deployed to avoid the

participation of inertia control on a small frequency variation,

resulting in heavy power pulsations of SC in the normal

operating condition. In the second loop, the grid frequency

deviation is measured and filtered by a low pass filter to

eliminate the measurement noise.

The inertial power (PInertia) signal required to mitigate the

frequency deviations is applied for the EIC technique to alter

the load angle of inverter 2. Depends on the load angle the

switching pattern of the inverter 2 is changed.

Hence, the required inertial active power calculated based

on the Figure 4 is:

PInertia = KD1f + KI
df

dt
(15)

where KD is the damping constant and KI is the inertia

constant.

It is essential to select appropriate values of KD and KI .

Otherwise, it may cause poor performance of the controller.

The inertial constant is proportional to ROCOF. A high

KI value may result in over-charging and discharging of

SC. KD is the gain of frequency deviation control loop; a

high KD selection may lead to a large drop in SC voltage.

KD is selected based on the droop characteristics of SG

(from 2%-12%).

An optimal combination of the two gains can achieve good

performance of proposed EIC technique on the frequency

stability improvement. A ramp rate limit (± 0.5 pu/s) is

added to prevent the immediate on/off activated signal in

case reaching the minimum SC voltage. A proper value of

the ramp rate limit makes the transfer period smoother and

less stress on the SC. The estimated inertial power signal

from Figure 4 is connected to the proposed EIC, as shown

in Figure 5. The EIC technique alters the load angle of the

IESC to inject/absorb the power to/from the grid.
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FIGURE 4. The required inertial power calculation block.

FIGURE 5. Proposed emulated inertia control.

FIGURE 6. DC voltage control of SC.

The DC voltage control of SC bi-directional converter is

shown in Figure 6. The reference SC current is calculated

based to pump the required inertial power into the grid under

frequency deviations. After calculating the reference SC cur-

rent, the highly varying component is separated by using the

high pass filter and supplied/absorbed by the SC.

V. SMALL-SIGNAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF IESC

The effect of low inertia on the small-signal stability of the

system is studied in this section. The small-signal stability

studies involve assessing whether or not synchronism is pre-

served after the machine has been subjected to disturbance.

The equal-area criterion used for a quick prediction of sta-

bility in synchronous machines is used here to determine the

stability of the grid-connected IESC. The per-phase model

of the proposed system in this article is shown in Figure 7.

The instantaneous active power from the SC inverter is given

as:

PSC =
EVg

X
sin(θ ) (16)

Based on the simplified model, Figure 7 shows the power

angle curve for the small frequency deviations. The output

power Psc equates to Plnertia under power imbalances. There-

fore, the output powerPSC equates the required inertial power

PInertia as shown in Figure. 8 (a). Two operating points a and

b are existing to meet the required inertial power.

FIGURE 7. Single line diagram of the proposed system.

FIGURE 8. Illustration of IESC small-signal stability (a) Power angle curve
(b) Stable response at point a.

Under frequency fluctuations, to meet the required inertia

power (Plnertia ), there are two equilibrium points a and b.

However, the operating point a is able to operate in a stable

condition, whereas the operating point b is unstable.

A. AT POINT A

After the frequency event, the required inertial power

(PInertia) has to be supplied from SC, and the load angle

increases to θa. The load angle is oscillating between θa′

and θa′ before settling to θa. The positive deviation 1θ is

created when the load angle is reached θa′ . In this case, the

SC output is more than the PInertia then the DC controller

at SC bi-directional converter decreases the inertia refer-

ence current (IInertia) and EIC controller at the SC inverter

decreases the load angle to return to the equilibrium point a.

Similarly, the negative deviation of 1θ is created when the

load angle is reached θa′ . In this situation, the output power

from SC reference current IInertia and EIC controller at the SC

inverter increases the load angle to return to the equilibrium

point a.

B. AT POINT B

The stability at point b is completely different from the

point a. Similarly, assuming a positive 1θ is imposed on θb,

such that θ increases to θb′ . Accordingly, PInertia is greater

than PS C, then the EIC controller increases the load angle
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FIGURE 9. Simplified small-signal diagram of EIC.

of the inverter at the SC, and further decreasing the out-

put power PSC. Hence, the load angle of the IESC keep

on increasing. Obviously, a positive load angle disturbance

will introduce a positive feedback, and thus, non-oscillatory

instability. On the contrary, if θ is changed from θb to θb′ .

with a negative angle disturbance, Plnertia is smaller than

PSC, In this case the output from SC is more than PInertia
then DC controller of at SC bi-directional converter decreases

the inertia reference current (IInertia) and EIC controller at

the SC inverter decreases the load angle to return to sta-

ble operating point a. hence, the operating point b may

either loose the stability or regain the stability by moving to

point a.

C. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF EIC

Since this article aims to regulate the frequency, the stability

analysis of active power loop of the proposed EIC is discussed

in this section. The simplified small-signal model of proposed

EIC active power control is shown in Figure 9.

The transfer function for the load angle to the active power

is known as:

GPθ (s) =
1

(2HSC + KI ) s2 + (D+ KD) s
(17)

Figure 10 shows the bode plot for proposed EIC control

for (17). The parameters are tuned to achieve the phase mar-

gin of 56 degrees at the infinite gain margin.

The transfer function for the frequency to power can be

rewritten from (17) as:

Gpω(s) =
1

(2HSC + KI ) s + (D+ KD)
(18)

The frequency variation created for the power imbalance can

be indicated as:

| 1ω =
1

(2HSC + KI ) s + (D+ KD)
1P (19)

According to initial value theorem, the frequency variation

for the step power change can be derived as:

1ω(0) = lim
s→∞

s1ω =
1P

2HSC + KI
(20)

Eq. (20) proved that the initial frequency variation is directly

proportional to the power imbalance and inversely propor-

tional to the inertia.

In the same way, from the final value theorem, the

steady-state frequency deviation after a step change in power

imbalance can be derived as:

1ω(∞) = lim
s→0

s1ω = 0 (21)

FIGURE 10. Bode plot for proposed EIC.

TABLE 2. Simulation and HIL Parameters.

From (21), it is clear that the steady-state frequency deviation

is zero, and it is independent of the inertia value.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed IESC system is modelled in MATLAB/

Simulink and the system parameters are tabulated in Table 2.

In this section, the effectiveness of inertia emulation through

IESC is analysed in MATLAB simulations. The frequency

event is created by step increase in the load. The variation

in frequency and inertial power at the frequency event are

analysed.

A. SUDDEN INCREASE IN LOAD DEMAND

This section aims to assess the inertia emulation through EIC

employed IESC during step increase in load. Initially, the load

of 8000W is considered to be constant applied throughout the

simulations. A sudden variation of the load has beenmodelled

at t = 2 s to create a power imbalance, and it leads to fre-

quency oscillations. Figure 11 shows that the grid frequency

deviation is dropped to 49.78 Hz without any external inertia

support to the weak grid. Whereas, the frequency deviation is

limited to 49.86 Hz with inertial support from the IESC with

the proposed EIC technique. An improvement of 0.08 Hz of
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FIGURE 11. Frequency variations for sudden load increase.

FIGURE 12. Frequency variations for sudden load decrease.

the frequency nadir is observed from Figure 11 when EIC

employed IESC is configured in the weak grid. This indicates

the advantage of system frequency stability provided by EIC

employed IESC. The proposed EIC technique, along with the

DC voltage control at IESC, reduces the frequency peak in the

recovery process and increases the inertia of the system. The

EIC control applied at IESC limits the frequency nadir and

reduced the ROCOF without a peak in the recovery process

shown in Figure 11.

B. SUDDEN DECREASE IN LOAD DEMAND

This section aims to demonstrate the inertia emulation

through IESC when the load decreases. Initially, the load

of 8000 W is considered to be constant throughout the simu-

lations. A rapid shift in load was simulated at t = 7 s to create

a mismatch in generation and demand, leading to frequency

oscillations. Figure 12 shows that the frequency of the grid

is raised to 50.22 Hz without any additional inertia support

to the weak grid. The frequency rise is limited to 50.18 Hz

with inertial support from the IESC with the proposed EIC

technique. An improvement of 0.04 Hz of the frequency peak

is observed from Figure 12 when EIC employed IESC is

configured in the weak grid. It indicates the advantage of

system frequency stability provided by EIC employed IESC

under sudden decrease in load demand. The proposed EIC

technique considers both the loops (frequency deviation and

ROCOF) to estimate the inertial power to minimize the fre-

quency peak. The proposed EIC technique and theDCvoltage

FIGURE 13. HIL setup.

control at IESC, effectively improve the frequency stability

under sudden load imbalances.

VII. HIL RESULTS

In order to verify the proposed IESC system for improv-

ing inertia of the grid, two scenarios were tested. The first

scenario is to validate the performance of IESC in load

variations. Whereas, the second scenario is to validate the

performance of IESC in PV power variations. The proposed

system which is displayed in Figure 1 is loaded into the

OP5700 real-time simulator for validation. Figure 10 shows

the HIL Setup. The system parameters used in this article for

the HIL test is tabulated in Table 2.

A. WITH LOAD TRANSITIONS

This scenario analyses the performance of IESC system

connected to the weak grid consists of PV under constant

irradiation level with load transitions. The maximum power

of 10000 W is extracted from the PV array under standard

irradiation level. The constant load of 8000 W is considered

at PCC, and the excess power from PV is pumped into the

grid. The HIL results for the load transitions are shown in

Figure 11. Another load of 4000 W is added at t = t1
s then the frequency is falling from the nominal value.

When frequency deviates from the nominal value, the EIC

technique activates at IESC system and injects the inertial

power to resist the changes in frequency. The inertial power

injected into the grid to maintain the frequency is shown in

Figure 14(a). The inertial power injected from SC is calcu-

lated by the EIC control according to frequency deviation

and ROCOF. Depends upon the estimated inertial power,

the inertia current at the SC bidirectional current is altered.

Figure 14(b) visualises the PV power, variations in load

demand, changes in frequency and voltage. The EIC tech-

nique resists the frequency nadir to 49.85 Hz under a sudden

increase in load demand. At t = t2 s the step decrease in

load is created, and it creates the frequency rise. When the

frequency is rising from the nominal value, then the EIC

activates at IESC and absorbs the extra inertial power. The

inertial power is absorbed and stored in SC. The frequency

rise is restricted to 50.24 Hz by the EIC control technique

30800 VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 14. (a) Load transition under constant irradiation (a) power from
PV-inverter, SC, grid and load; (b) frequency and DC bus voltage.

under sudden load decrease. Hence, the EIC controlled SC

resembles the SG inertial characteristics in load variations.

The EIC technique alters the load angle to inject/absorb the

power under frequency deviations.

B. WITH IRRADIATION TRANSITIONS

This scenario analyses the proposed system under PV irradi-

ation variations. The PV system is operated at an irradiance

of 800 W/m2 and 8000 W power is extracted from PV, and

the load estimated at the PCC is 8000 W. The source side

variations are created at PV side to create the frequency vari-

ations and to test the effectiveness of IESC system. The step

changes in PV irradiation are designed at a rate of 600W/m2

and 1000 W/m2 at s and s respectively. The HIL results for

changes in irradiation are shown in Figure 15. At t− = t1
s, the PV power generation decreases as the PV irradiation

level decreases and it creates the imbalance in power. This

situation creates the grid frequency to dip, hence the EIC

control at IESC activates to arrest the frequency deviation.

When the frequency fall is created, then load angle of the EIC

control increases to pump inertial power to the grid. At t = t2
s the PV power generation increases as the PV irradiation

level increases to 1000 W/m2. The power generated by the

PV is supplied to the load and the excess power is exported

to the grid. The sudden increase in the PV power creates an

impact in frequency. When rise in frequency observed, then

the EIC control at IESC decreases the load angle to absorb

the excess power in inertial response. This transition creates

FIGURE 15. Variable irradiation at constant load (a) power from
PV-inverter, SC, grid and load; (b) PV power, load, frequency and DC bus
voltage.

an oscillation in grid frequency and proposed EIC technique

able to handle the grid frequency variations under the changes

in irradiations also.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This article has been verified the effectiveness of inertia

emulation by SC for low inertia systems. Emulated inertia

power is realized by associating the grid frequency deviation

and ROCOF to the reference voltage of the SC. Energy

exchange is takes place through SC under disturbances.

Hence, IESC can efficiently improve the power system inertia

and frequency regulation. This article proves that three-phase

inverter and SG are exhibiting the similar inertial characteris-

tics. The small-signal stability analysis of the IESC system

is verified theoretically. The value of supercapacitance is

derived for different inertia values. Hardware in loop results

have verified the theoretical analysis and the effectiveness of

emulated inertia.

The future work focusses on the two topics. First study

emphasis on the stability analysis and optimal placement

of IESC in the power grid to enhance the inertial response.

Second study concentrates on the online estimation of inertia

to assess the stability of the grid.
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